" "I want to get into an institution as ward-maid, will you please help me ?
" " 1 am anxious to become a nurse, as all my friends feel sure that I am cut out for one." These are amongst--the-requests.-whieh fill the editor's letter-box, and which generally demand an immediate,answer. These are mucli niore-quickly defilt with than the young lady's epistle covering two and ahalf sheets of paper and containing ,'a great many un- necessary details yet omitting the necessary oneV. of name and address. This is the kind of correspondent who tries the patience of the staff, whilstsne prohahly goes about amongst her friends complaining that she never gets any answer to her inquiries, and .she's sure " journals don't attend properly to one's letters.5" Does she usually send insufficiently signed communications in everyday life P?or is it only ineditors that she places unlimited confidence, trusting to their discovering her identity instinctively ?
..Ji ! OUR CHRISTMAS COMPETITIONS.
Will our readers kindly tell their friends that the garments sent in for our Christmas Competition are distributed exclusively to. the adult sick poor who spend the festival in hospital wards ? Each year more requests are received than can possibly be satisfied, although we have the pleasure of handing over many very delightful parcels. The needlework being expressly done for poor hospital patients, as has been set forth in each paragraph, it is quite impossible "to divert it into other channels. This should sufficiently-explain our inability to comply with the requests sen); from all classes of institutions; devoted' to idifferent,; though, doubtless, to most deserving objects. We anticipate that an immense variety of garments will-this year be made by our readers for the adult sick poor who have to spend their Christmas. Day within hospital walls. The parcels which are the, x*esult of, our annual competition receive such a hearty welcome at each institution to which they are sent, that we hope. ,to see ,them increase in bulk,and. in number every year. The orizes will be: (1) For the best pair of socks knitted by a nurse, 5s.; (2) for the best pair knitted by any Hospital reader, 5s.; (3) for the best made flannel shirt, 10s.; (4) for the best flannel or flannelette bed-jacket, 10s.; (5) for the best flannel petticoat, 10s. ; (6) for the best made and simplest shaped dressing gown made and cutout by a nurse, 20s. Long seams may be done by machine. With the view ofy enabling an estimate! to be formed of the progress made, we shall be glad to receive the names Of' competitors, and to hear which of the six prizes each will entei for. All parcels must reach The Hospital Office, 428 Strand, in the first week of December, and they should bear the words," Needlework Competition in left-hand corner of address label, and also the name of the sender. Another cause of persistent pains over the stomach area is disease of the large artery, the aorta, which lies at the back of the abdomen in front of the vertebral column. The walls of the aorta may become diseased, and in consequence weakened mparts. Then the blood inside pushes out the wall, making a pouch, or aneurism, and this having once been formed, the constant pressure of the blood inside the aorta tends to increase the size of the pouch. In this way a large tumour may be formed, which presses upon the neighbouring parts, causing much pain. It is much commoner in men than women, and usually occurs after middle life.
An aneurism of the aorta may rupture into the stomach, and the blood so poured out will be vomited. This vomiting of blood, or hsematemesis, will be considered in a subsequent paper.
In nursing it is most desirable that the attendant should be constantly on the watch for fresh symptoms. Another point to remember is that in India a woman practitioner is in a very isolated position. Her patients will not permit the presence of a male doctor?in many instances they would rather die?and therefore the medical woman has to make up her mind as to the nature of the disease, to determine on the best line of treatment, and to carry it through unaided. In other lands the young practitioner usually begins as an assistant to some senior, and even when independent practice is undertaken, consultation with someone of greater experience^and skill is easily obtained. They all seem sufficiently impressed with the necessity for isolation.
However it sounds a little too autocratic to write that all unnecessary articles, as well as the patient's friends, should be immediately removed from the room ! Such high-handed measures ought to be pursued with reservations. If a nurse did not act with rather more tact and discretion she might find herself very unwelcome in the dwellings of the poor.
In directions as to the removal of excreta most writers dwell on the disinfection. of the pan, &c., but hardly one gives adequate warning respecting the danger of using ordinary w.c.'s and the precautions needful. We regret f.Tiig omission, because a nurse's responsibilities include the safe bestowal of everything which leaves the room of a cholera patient, and she should understand and practise extreme precautions in every detail. In the proper disinfection of bedding no needless destruction of this, any more than of clothing, should take place.
Examination Question for November. a.?The doctor should be sent for without delay, and in the meantime the patient must be put to bed between blankets, with a hot bottle to the feet. He should be kept quite warm, and if troubled with pain or cramps hot flannels should be applied to the abdomen. If thirst be excessive, sips of cold or iced soda water, or soda and milk, may be given. The patient should be kept perfectly quiet and soothed until the arrival of the doctor, whose instructions must then be carried out implicitly.
b.?As cholera generally sets in suddenly, and all the evacuations are infectious in the very highest degree, the rest of the household must be protected as much and as quickly as possible from infection : (1) By not allowing any member of the house near the patient; (2) 
